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Fix SEAD indexing of science metadata
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Priority: Immediate Due date:  

Assignee: Robert Waltz % Done: 100%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: Operational   

Story Points:    

Description

The SEAD MN sync'd content correctly to the 3 CNs, but due to a CN to CN misconfiguration issue, the science metadata documents

were not replicated to each CN, and therefore the indexing process has only indexed 6 of 12 documents.  The ids and their autogen

ids are:

sead-Bode-Collin-2099c7b0-fb88-4236-a1e3-bbe269d7a2cb    | autogen.2013102416000658346

sead-Bode-Collin-32a51798-22d1-48e9-8b13-05e5243b54e4    | autogen.2013102416000450351

sead-Bode-Collin-5c66ff91-7925-4e45-ae06-9cce86ef59f3    | autogen.2013102216000426337

sead-Bode-Collin-c9138cf9-0eee-4511-830c-3d3f8b8ca785    | autogen.2013102416000348942

sead-Kim-Wonsuck-dcd4602a-09c4-4e82-9f1f-93deea34fe99    | autogen.2013102216000440543

sead-Marr-Jeff-D.-88169ca9-d8e9-475d-8b2f-c6a98f7c5513   | autogen.2013102416000507243

sead-Marr-Jeff-D.-e5139c88-b097-4311-9411-cb3884e600e8   | autogen.2013102416000344241

sead-Martin-John-f1dbc3df-c27c-4647-b05a-4b1f05c99a24    | autogen.2013102416000565544

sead-Morin-Paul-5eb4779c-53bc-43ae-8952-2486c2a2bc00     | autogen.2013102416000772945

sead-Nguyen-Charles-fba9a7cf-c8dd-4632-b71f-408c183844fb | autogen.2013102416000440941

sead-Singh-Arvind-2ff15a1b-f9be-43b8-a408-c1dc647d12ea   | autogen.2013102416000636044

sead-Strong-Nikki-572e7ebc-b392-4103-af2e-36ba8209d9f2   | autogen.2013102416000484552

sead-Tal-Michal-0a60d1a1-5758-4b96-8eaf-b83e69c976e6     | autogen.2013102416000352243

sead-Willcock-Peter-0928b6f0-66f8-4b30-8a54-a5a0576181d6 | autogen.2013102216000425042

sead-bode-0bf5a0a7-831d-4e11-bf5b-27f9c6022c85           | autogen.2013102416000444550

There are 15 in this list, and the following 3 can be administratively deleted after the indexing issue is resolved:

sead-Kim-Wonsuck-dcd4602a-09c4-4e82-9f1f-93deea34fe99

sead-Willcock-Peter-0928b6f0-66f8-4b30-8a54-a5a0576181d6

sead-Bode-Collin-5c66ff91-7925-4e45-ae06-9cce86ef59f3

Robert will be fixing the CN-CN replication issue, with Jing's help where needed, and Skye will be helping to ensure the last 6

documents get indexed.

Associated revisions

Revision 8e7a3c55 - 2013-11-01 07:32 - Robert Waltz

refs #4152

Fix SEAD indexing of science metadata. CN repair tool needed some updates to help with SEAD. Also including an old modification to create an

hzFix method. Can't remember why I needed that addition...

Revision d9db3571 - 2013-11-01 07:33 - Robert Waltz

refs #4152

Fix SEAD indexing of science metadata. Don't need to commit that log file.

History
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#1 - 2013-11-01 09:36 - Robert Waltz

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

- translation missing: en.field_remaining_hours set to 0.0

I have replicated and reindexed on the CNs the twelve objects that can be found on the SEAD MN via listObjects.

I can perform a search on OneMercury with 'Only results with data.' toggle turned off, selecting the entire earth as a region, and selecting SEAD

Virtual Archive as the MemberNode and receive 12 results back.

The three additional objects

sead-Kim-Wonsuck-dcd4602a-09c4-4e82-9f1f-93deea34fe99

sead-Willcock-Peter-0928b6f0-66f8-4b30-8a54-a5a0576181d6

sead-Bode-Collin-5c66ff91-7925-4e45-ae06-9cce86ef59f3

have been deleted
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